
Hauling refrigerated loads  
is a complex process, from 
the moment a load enters 
your chain of custody to  
the time it leaves.
Exceptions can arise  
when shipping temperature- 
sensitive goods. If not  
immediately detected and 
acted upon, the exceptions 
can put a load in jeopardy of 
being rejected upon arrival.
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Advanced Reefer Monitoring Solution
SkyBitz, the trusted market-leading provider of GPS trailer tracking and 
cargo monitoring, has a comprehensive reefer monitoring solution.

The fully integrated SkyBitz x Coretex system gives fleets a 360-degree 
view and real-time control of refrigerated assets and cold chain operations. 
The solution uniquely combines GPS tracking with intuitive temperature 
data monitoring and advanced command and control functionality.

Fleets that use the SkyBitz reefer monitoring solution can:
• Prevent rejected cargo with real-time temperature 

alerts and digital records

• Reduce fuel costs by detecting waste and controlling reefer usage

• Optimize asset utilization and performance

• Ensure FSMA regulatory compliance



Putting You in Control
The SkyBitz reefer monitoring solution leverages the industry-leading 
Coretex TMU1500 unit that installs quickly on vehicles, trailers, and  
intermodal containers with Thermo King and Carrier trailer refrigeration 
units (TRUs).
The device and Coretex 360 reefer software management platform  
integrate seamlessly with the SkyBitz InSight Web Application to give 
fleets a single sign on for total visibility and control of refrigerated  
cargo and assets.
Insight + 360 delivers intuitive dash-
boards, utilization reports, and real-time 
alerts that help fleets eliminate risks and 
maximize productivity and cost savings 
by using:

● Temperature out-of-range  
notifications to ensure food safety 
and product integrity by instantly  
alerting users if shipments go  
outside acceptable limits.

● Detailed trip reporting for real-time access to time-based temperature 
charts and other parameters to prove, at the delivery dock, that a load 
meets shipper requirements. 

● Remote command and control functionality to adjust temperature 
set points and turn reefer units on/off.

● Batch commands to program reefer pre-trips in advance to meet 
shipper requirements while saving fuel and reducing operator errors.

● A reefer fuel sensor to maximize fuel savings and prevent costly  
operating errors by detecting where/when fuel loss or theft occurs, along 
with fuel refills, and fuel-level readings—even if the TRU is powered off.  

● Detailed reports for each vehicle to make fuel-saving decisions without  
compromising load quality.

● Custom geofences that capture accurate entry/exit and dwell times for 
each location and can be used to automatically adjust reefer settings.

● Differential GPS mileage that is extremely accurate for leasing billing 
and mileage-based maintenance.

● A Core Product Temperature feature that works by monitoring for  
changes in return air temperature over time.

Leverage Smart 
Trailer Applications 
The SkyBitz x Coretex solution gives 
motor carriers access to a wide range of 
expandable options for monitoring trailer 
components and cargo. 

Fleets with refrigerated trailers and 
containers can reach higher levels of 
operating efficiency and control by using:

● Door sensors to detect open door 
events to maximize fuel savings and 
minimize risk, and door close events to 
know when a load is ready for pickup

● A trailer ABS connection  
to detect fault codes for  
maintenance purposes 

● Temperature probes for extra 
validation of cargo integrity

● Maintenance alerts from  
the activation of tire  
inflation systems

The SkyBitz reefer monitoring 
solution delivers total visibility, 
control and access through  

any desktop or mobile device connected 
to the SkyBitz Insight Web application.  
It also has real-time integrations with 
leading transportation management 
(TMS) platforms and other  
business systems.

Get in touch today to learn how  
you can maximize profits and  
improve customer service with  
our reefer monitoring solution at  
skybitz.com/contact-sales 
or call 800.909.7845
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